I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

Passive wireless implantable medical devices provide opportunities for improved patient monitoring, documentation, and treatment. Powered transcutaneously by electromagnetic waves, passive implantable devices enable miniature, battery-less implants, but consequently depend on reliable power transfer through tissue. Passive wireless implantable devices have no implanted battery, instead harvesting energy from incident electromagnetic waves, allowing dramatic miniaturization and extended lifetime of the implant [@ref1]--[@ref2][@ref3][@ref4]. Additionally, passive devices are particularly well-suited for periodic monitoring in combination with implanted biosensors, which only need to be powered when obtaining a sensor reading [@ref5], [@ref6]. The function of passive implantable devices is dependent on the generation of electromagnetic fields at the implantation site and the efficient capture of energy using implantable antennas.

A practical transcutaneous system must be expected to function reliably for each patient and across various patients. However, biological tissue is a variable and often unpredictable medium for electromagnetic power transmission [@ref7]. Depending on the application, a transcutaneous system may need to function at different locations in the body where there are differences in tissue structure (e.g., reading from implanted biosensors at various body locations). For example, skin and fat will be encountered for subcutaneous implants in the leg and the arm, while power transfer through the skull must be considered for cortical implants. Even the same body area is expected to have different composition among individuals, due to variations in characteristics such as body fat content and muscle size [@ref8]. Tissue properties also vary within a single individual over time due to changes in body fat and fluid content with age or behavior [@ref9]--[@ref10][@ref11]. All such tissue variations affect electromagnetic power transfer to a passive implantable device and therefore dictate the functionality of a wireless transcutaneous system.

While previous studies have investigated the effect of tissue and tissue variations on implantable antenna properties including input impedance, they are mostly dedicated to examining the implantable antenna alone or they focus on a single antenna topology (typically loop antennas) [@ref12]--[@ref13][@ref14][@ref15][@ref16][@ref17][@ref18][@ref19][@ref20]. In transcutaneous systems where the external antenna is in proximity to the implant, the external and implanted antenna are not isolated. IEEE Standard C95.1 defines the far field region boundary as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the electromagnetic wavelength [@ref21]. The field region and power transfer mechanisms of an antenna system are therefore dependent on the operating frequency, the antenna dimensions, the transmission medium, and the antenna separation distance.

When the two antennas are not isolated, they must be analyzed simultaneously to account for loading effects of the implant in addition to effects of the tissue medium [@ref16], [@ref17], [@ref20]. Mark *et al.* performed such a two-antenna analysis, investigating variability and uncertainty in thickness and dielectric properties of tissues in the head, determining the maximum achievable gain across a frequency range of 100 MHz to several GHz using loop antennas [@ref17]. However, maximum achievable gain assumes simultaneous conjugate matching to maximize power transfer, while the power gain of a two-antenna system is ultimately sensitive to mismatch due to changes in the system impedance [@ref22]. It is therefore important to quantify the effects of tissue variability on a transcutaneous system, to ensure the system continues to function efficiently and safely in variable tissue environments.

The goals of this study were to compare antenna topologies in terms of transcutaneous power gain and to examine the effects of tissue variability. The choice of antenna topology is integral to the function of a system, and the optimal choice of topology can improve power transfer while also simplifying the design of impedance matching networks.

In the first part of this work, four printed antenna topologies were evaluated in terms of their function in a UHF system for transcutaneous power transfer to an implanted device: planar dipole, meandered dipole, single-turn square loop, and three-turn square loop. These topologies were chosen for their relative ease of fabrication and their potential for use in thin, miniature implantable devices.

In the second part of this study, the power gain of transcutaneous systems was calculated with varying tissue characteristics for dipole and loop antenna systems. Maximum power gain for each configuration was compared to power gain with mismatch due to tissue variability. Optimizing matching networks for a particular tissue composition mimics designing a transcutaneous system based on the expected properties of the physiological implant location. Varying the tissue composition and tissue properties then represents variations that will be encountered using such a system in practice.

II.. Methods {#sec2}
============

Throughout this work, the power gains of transcutaneous systems were calculated from simulations in ANSYS HFSS 15.0, a 3-D electromagnetic field solver utilizing the finite element method. Each modeled system consisted of an external antenna and an implanted antenna separated by tissue, analyzed as a two-port network. Scattering parameters (S-parameters) obtained from simulation were used to calculate power gain with conjugate impedance matching and with impedance mismatch. Simulations were performed at 915 MHz to utilize the UHF ISM band for wireless communications and the sub-GHz range recommended for efficient midfield wireless power transfer to miniature implants [@ref16]. The dimensions of the implant antenna in this work were constrained within 1 cm by 1 cm, and the antenna separations range from 3.5 mm to 16.1 mm. Therefore, the operating field regions in this work include both the reactive near field and radiative near field regions, and necessitate full-wave simulation [@ref16], [@ref21].

A.. Part I: Antenna Topologies and Dimensions {#sec2a}
---------------------------------------------

In the first part of this study, the simulated tissue was a simplified layered model consisting of skin, fat, and muscle, similar to that used in [@ref16], [@ref17], and [@ref23]. The thickness of each layer was modeled with reference to values measured for the arm: 2.2 mm skin, 10.8 mm fat, and 35 mm muscle [@ref10]. Tissue properties were defined according to measured values for skin, fat, and muscle [@ref24]. For simulations in tissue, the antenna was positioned between the fat and muscle layers as it would be for a subcutaneous implant, as shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, resulting in an antenna separation of 13 mm [@ref25]. FIGURE 1.(A) Planar dipole, single-turn loop, meandered dipole, and three-turn loop antenna topologies used in simulation. (B) Model setup for one-port simulations and measurements, showing location of antenna in air and tissue. (C) Model setup for two-port simulations, showing location of external and implanted antennas in the tissue model.

Fabricated antennas were tested experimentally using tissue phantoms, and antenna parameters were measured using a vector network analyzer (VNA) (Agilent 8753ES S-Parameter Network Analyzer). Layered tissue phantoms were constructed according to procedures and formulations in [@ref26] and [@ref27], with layer dielectric properties similar to human skin, fat, and muscle, and layer thicknesses based on measured values for the arm (to match the simulation model). During measurements, the implanted antenna was positioned between the layers of fat and muscle phantom, to replicate the positioning of the implant in simulation.

### 1). One-Port Model Verification {#sec2a1}

To first validate the simulation model, one-port simulations of implanted antennas were performed in the tissue model and in air and compared to one-port measurements on fabricated antennas. Initially examining only the implanted antenna decreased the simulation complexity and simplified the measurements necessary to verify the simulation model. Values of the input port reflection coefficient ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$) were obtained from one-port simulations of the two simplest antenna topologies: a planar dipole and a single-turn loop, shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The input port reflection coefficient is directly related to the input impedance of the antenna, which is a function of the antenna size and topology and the surrounding media. Simulated and measured $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ were therefore used to evaluate the discrepancies between the simulation model and fabricated antennas of the same topology and dimensions.

A feed gap of 1 mm was chosen for both the dipoles and the loops, due to the dimensions of standard connectors that would be used later for measurements. The dipole length and trace width and the loop size and trace width (as labeled in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) were varied in simulation. The same sets of antenna dimensions were simulated in tissue and air to allow use of the same fabricated antennas for measurements in tissue and air. The simulated dimensions of the dipole and loop were chosen such that the dipole length and loop perimeter extended up to at least the first expected resonance in fat, with fat having the lowest permittivity and therefore longest wavelength. The dimensions were also set according to printed circuit board manufacturing specifications and to prevent any overlap of the traces. The increment size of the swept dimensions was chosen to observe trends in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ over the full range of simulated dimensions, including the expected resonances in tissue (see [Appendix A](#app1){ref-type="app"}).
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\end{document}$ were compared with VNA measurements of the fabricated antennas, using layered tissue phantoms [@ref26], [@ref27]. Each of the fabricated geometries corresponded to one of the simulated configurations. The fabricated geometries were chosen to compare trends observed with changing each dimension in simulation. The expected resonances were in agreement between simulation and measurement to within 2 cm dipole length and 1 cm loop size, with differences attributed to phantom dielectric properties (see [Appendix A](#app1){ref-type="app"}).

### 2). Two-Port Antenna Systems {#sec2a2}

Next, both implanted and external antennas were simulated with the tissue model as a two-antenna system and analyzed as a two-port network to compare the performance of each antenna topology. This was necessary as simulations of the implanted antenna alone do not adequately inform about the behavior of the antenna in a transcutaneous UHF system including both implanted and external antennas. The proximity of the implanted antenna in such a system affects the fields of the external antenna.

Two-antenna simulations were performed to evaluate systems of planar dipoles, meandered dipoles, single-turn loops, and three-turn loops as shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The two-antenna simulations included an external antenna and an implanted antenna separated by layers of tissue, modeling transcutaneous power transfer to a subcutaneous implanted device. The antenna positions were as depicted in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: the implanted antenna was positioned under the layers of skin and fat and on top of a layer of muscle, while the external antenna was positioned on the external surface of the skin, such that the layers of skin and fat separated the two antennas.

The implanted and external antennas were of the same topology within each simulated two-antenna system. The dimensions of the antennas were varied in simulation to compare power gain across different configurations of implanted and external antenna dimensions. The feed gaps and trace widths of the antennas were chosen with the same rationale previously discussed for one-port simulations and measurements. A maximum size limit of 1 cm square was chosen for the implanted antenna, a size comparable to other works on implantable antennas with dimensions ranging from 1 mm by 1 mm to 3 cm by 2 cm [@ref28]--[@ref29][@ref30][@ref31][@ref32][@ref33][@ref34]. The size constraints on an external antenna are more relaxed, but the transmitter size was kept under 3 cm square to constrain the number of simulation iterations. The tissue geometry and composition were held constant while the antenna dimensions were varied.

The following dimensions of each antenna topology were varied in simulation (as labeled in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}): the meander height and trace width of the meander dipole, the loop size and trace width of the three-turn loop, the length and trace width of the planar dipole, and the loop size and trace width of the single-turn loop. The dimensions were swept in simulation within the previously stated size limits for the implant and the external antenna (see values in [Appendix A](#app1){ref-type="app"}).

The antennas were simulated at every combination of implant and external dimensions, such that a single implant size and trace width was simulated with each of the sizes and trace widths of the external antenna. This resulted in a total of 720 configurations of the planar dipole system, 360 configurations of the meandered dipole system, 360 configurations of the single-turn loop system, and 360 configurations of the three-turn loop system. More configurations were possible for the dipole due to the lack of restrictions on trace width that were necessary to prevent overlapping of traces in the meandered dipole and the loop topologies.

S-parameters were used to calculate maximum power gain for each system. The maximum power gain for each set of dimensions was calculated as the power gain assuming simultaneous conjugate matching at the source and the load. The *peak power gain* was then determined as the greatest maximum power gain for a given topology across all of the combinations of external and implanted antenna dimensions. The peak gain represents the maximum power transfer between an external antenna of up to 3 cm square and a subcutaneous implant of up to 1 cm square, given a particular antenna topology and operating frequency.

As implementing a complete physical system requires realizable impedance matching networks, the impedance values required for conjugate matching were also considered when comparing antenna topologies.

B.. Part II: Tissue Variability {#sec2b}
-------------------------------

The tissue variability analysis was performed using single-turn square loops or meandered dipoles for the external and implanted antennas, based on the results of the first part of the study. The dimensions of the antennas, shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, were held constant to isolate the effects of changing the tissue characteristics. FIGURE 2.Tissue models of five different implantation locations and antenna topologies used in simulation: (A) Tissue layers and thicknesses at each location. (B) Implant locations: under skin and fat in the arm, thigh, abdomen, and head (scalp), under the skull in the head (cortex), with the indicated tissue thicknesses and antenna positioning. (C) Single-turn loop and meandered dipole antenna topologies. The dimensions of the antennas were chosen to achieve peak gain with an implanted antenna of size less than 1 cm by 1 cm and an external antenna of size less than approximately 3 cm by 3 cm.

The analysis was performed as follows: first, maximum power gain with simultaneous conjugate matching was calculated at one of five implant locations shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (arm, thigh, scalp, cortex, or abdomen); next, the antenna system location was varied over the five locations with fixed matching networks, and the power gain at each location was calculated using the S-parameters from simulation and the impedances of the fixed matching networks.

The implant antenna was positioned under skin and fat in the arm, thigh, abdomen, and scalp locations, and under the skull in the cortex location ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The external antenna was always positioned in contact with the external skin surface. For each configuration, power gain without conjugate matching was compared to maximum power gain achievable with simultaneous conjugate matching. The effect of changing tissue dielectric properties was also investigated by comparing the gain at each location with dry skin and wet skin, based on reported properties [@ref24].

Tissue thicknesses and properties were varied to cover a range of tissue locations measured in the literature representing potential locations of transcutaneous systems. The tissue composition in the arm and thigh was simplified to layers of skin, fat, muscle, and bone. Tissue layers used to represent the abdomen were skin, fat, muscle, and body fluid. Tissue layers used for the head were skin, fat, skull, gray matter, and white matter. Tissue layer thicknesses were modeled according to measured values reported throughout the literature [@ref8], [@ref10], [@ref35]--[@ref36][@ref37][@ref38][@ref39]. Dielectric properties of each tissue were defined according to reported values [@ref24]. Each location and the associated tissue layer thicknesses are shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The model of the abdomen included body fluid behind the muscle extended to terminate the model, to simulate the abdominal cavity. The model of the head included brain tissue behind the skull with white matter extended to terminate the model [@ref40].

III.. Results {#sec3}
=============

A.. Part I: Antenna Topologies and Dimensions {#sec3a}
---------------------------------------------

The results of the antenna topology comparison are visually summarized in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. For the planar dipole, a peak power gain of −23.19 dB occurred at an implanted dipole length of 1 cm and trace width of 1 cm, and an external dipole length of 3 cm and trace width of 1 cm. For the meandered dipole, a peak power gain of −21.61 dB occurred at an implant meander height of 1 cm and trace width of 0.1 cm, and an external meander height of 1 cm and trace width of 0.5 cm. FIGURE 3.Peak power gains for each topology and associated antenna dimensions and impedances required for conjugate matching. PD = planar dipole; MD = meandered dipole; 1L = single-turn loop; 3L = three-turn loop; G~p~ = peak power gain; P~R~ = power received at the implant with 1 W delivered at the source; Z~S~, Z~L~ = impedance looking toward the source or load required for conjugate matching; S/L/H~I~, S/L/H~E~ = implant (I) or external (E) loop size (S), dipole length (L), or meander height (H) that resulted in peak power gain; TW~I~, TW~E~ = implant (I) or external (E) trace width (TW) that resulted in peak power gain.

For the single-turn loop, a peak power gain of −15.27 dB occurred at an implanted loop size of 0.8 cm and trace width of 0.1 cm, and external loop size 1 cm and trace width of 0.4 cm. The implant loop size at the point of peak power gain was slightly smaller than external, such that the loop trace was aligned along the center of the wider external loop trace. For the three-turn loop, a peak power gain of −42.68 dB occurred at an implant loop size of 0.3 cm and trace width of 0.03 cm, and external loop size of 2 cm and trace width of 0.05 cm.

Assuming a power of 1 W delivered at the source, the results imply a peak received power of 29.7 mW for single-turn loops, 4.8 mW and 6.9 mW for planar dipoles and meandered dipoles, respectively, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ for three-turn loops. This obviously does not account for absorption limitations and assumes a fixed operating frequency, and therefore primarily indicates how the topologies compare in terms of peak power gain and trends associated with changing dimensions.

The maximum power gain of the planar dipole increased with greater length and trace width of the external and implanted dipole. The power gain of the meandered dipole system was greatest when the external and internal dipole meander heights were equal. The power gain increased with greater trace width of both the external and implanted dipole. The meandered dipole length was a function of the trace width, so this result is analogous to the planar dipole system.

The power gain of the single-turn loop system was greatest for loops of approximately the same size, and increased with greater trace width of both the implanted and external loops. Power gain of the three-turn loop system increased with greater trace width of both the external and internal loops, and was greatest for the smallest implanted loop size and an external loop size of 2 cm (see [Appendix A](#app1){ref-type="app"} for more details on the results of Part I).

B.. Part II: Tissue Variability {#sec3b}
-------------------------------

The results of the tissue variability analysis are summarized in [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6a](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and [6b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. For both antenna systems, the highest maximum gains were possible through the scalp, and the lowest maximum gains occurred through the abdomen. For the single-turn loop system, there was a consistent trend of decreased maximum gain with increased implantation depth. For the meandered dipole system, the greatest power gains occurred through the scalp, followed by the cortex, arm, thigh, and abdomen. This corresponds to decreased gain with increased depth except for the arm and thigh. The meandered dipole was determined to be more affected than the single-turn loop by differences in the tissue geometry. This is a potential explanation for the lack of a consistent trend of decreased gain with increased depth for the dipole system. FIGURE 4.Power gain (G) of the single-turn loop system through each tissue location with matching networks optimized to each tissue location. FIGURE 5.Power gain (G) of the meandered dipole system through each tissue location with matching networks optimized to each tissue location. FIGURE 6.Power gain (G) of (a) the loop system, (b) dipole system, and (c) gain difference between the loop and dipole systems, through wet skin or dry skin with matching networks optimized to wet skin or dry skin at each tissue location. Vertical axes indicate the tissue that matching networks were optimized to; Horizontal axes indicate the tissue through which power gain was calculated.

A comparison of the loop and dipole power gain in each configuration is shown in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 6c](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The loop antenna system afforded higher maximum gain than the dipole system through all but the thickest tissue (abdomen), consistent with loop antennas being most effective in the near field and the observation that magnetic field strength decreases with greater separation of the loop antennas [@ref12]. From the first part of this study, it was determined that increasing the size of the external loop antenna at this separation did not improve the gain, while increasing the length of the external dipole increased the gain for the same size of implanted antenna. Therefore, the dipole system presents an advantage for greater implantation depth. It is expected that further increase in the external dipole length could allow greater implant depths, within safety limitations on tissue absorption. FIGURE 7.Gain difference between the loop and dipole systems through each tissue location.

The gain of the loop system varied over a wider range than the dipole system when the tissue location was varied. The power gain of the dipole system was therefore more consistent through variable tissue, but was generally lower than the loop system. Similar to the results across body locations, the loop system generally provided higher gains while the dipole system provided greater consistency in the presence of dielectric property variations.

The lowest gains with non-optimal matching networks through the abdomen, arm, thigh, and scalp were seen when the matching was optimized to the cortex location. Conversely, when matching was optimized to the abdomen, arm, or thigh, the gains through the arm and thigh were greater than the gain at the cortical location even though the implantation depth is less at the cortex. These effects can be attributed to the difference in tissue composition: at the abdomen, arm, and thigh locations there were layers of skin and fat between the antennas, while at the cortex location there were layers of skin, fat, and bone.

At the greater loop separation in the abdomen, the power gain was more sensitive to changes in tissue properties, indicating that at greater implantation depths the power transfer of the loop system was not solely dependent on the magnetic field. With the dipole system, there was not a trend of increased gain sensitivity to tissue dielectric property variations with implantation depth. In fact, gain was most consistent through the abdomen, the location with the lowest achievable gain with optimal matching.

For both antenna systems, higher gains were possible through wet skin, presumably due to higher permittivity of wet skin and therefore electrically larger antennas. However, the gain was more sensitive to changes in properties when matching was optimized for wet skin, likely due to a combination of mismatch and electrically smaller antennas in dry skin.

IV.. Discussion {#sec4}
===============

Tissue variability is an important consideration for robust implantable medical devices utilizing transcutaneous power. Tissue structure and properties have been documented to vary among patients, across locations of the body, and over time [@ref7]--[@ref8][@ref9][@ref10][@ref11]. The results of this study indicate that power gain is highly dependent on the antenna topology and impedance matching, including impedance mismatch due to tissue variations, and maximum power gain for a given system is determined by implantation depth, antenna size, and tissue characteristics.

For the initial antenna simulations using a planar tissue model and tissue thicknesses representing the arm, the single-turn loop showed the greatest peak power gain. However, the small real impedances required for conjugate matching could prove difficult to achieve with matching networks in a physical system. The dipole topologies offered greater real impedances for matching. Comparing the dipole topologies, the meandered dipole showed higher peak gain than the planar dipole, with similar impedances required for matching. The multiple-turn loop provided even higher impedances for conjugate matching, however the maximum achievable gain was orders of magnitude less than that of the other topologies.

In applications where the size of the external antenna is not constrained, these results show that greater power gain can be achieved for the dipole systems by increasing the external dipole length beyond the length of the implanted dipole. In the loop systems investigated in this work, further increasing the size of the external loop antenna did not afford increased power gain. Additionally, increasing the width of the planar dipole increased the power gain of the system, while increasing the meander height of the meandered dipole did not improve the gain. For an application with unconstrained external antenna dimensions, the planar dipole topology affords the greatest peak power gain for a fixed implant size. Further work includes determining the achievable power delivery within constraints on energy absorption in tissue.

The performance of each antenna topology can be explained by examining the fields of each system [@ref41], [@ref42]. For example, the greatest power gain for the loop systems was achieved when the magnetic field vectors were most perpendicular to the plane of the implant loop, consistent with power transfer in loop systems occurring primarily through inductive coupling. The increase in gain with both dipole length and width indicate combined radiative and reactive mechanisms of power transfer. The dipole antennas in this work couple capacitively due to their proximity, and the meandered dipoles achieve power transfer through a combination of capacitive and inductive coupling [@ref42]. Other works have used dipoles in similar proximity, referring to the antenna systems as electrodes due to the coupling method of power transfer [@ref19].

Optimizing to achieve maximum power gain through a particular tissue composition is a reasonable starting point for designing a transcutaneous system, but in practice the system will encounter variable tissue configurations that will affect the power delivered. Ideally, an adaptive system would be implemented to adjust the matching network to each tissue configuration, although the power gain of even an adaptive system will be subject to limits related to implantation depth and tissue characteristics [@ref22]. Additionally, the power limitations of passive implantable devices may limit adaptive matching at the implant. It is therefore important to quantify the effects of non-optimal impedance matching due to expected environmental variations, as explored in this study.

In this study, antenna dimensions were optimized using one tissue model, and then applied to various tissue configurations to examine effects of tissue variability. The topologies used in the current study were chosen to be representative of power transfer through capacitive or inductive coupling, and the effects of tissue variability are expected to be similar for antennas utilizing similar power transfer mechanisms in the near- and mid-field.

The choice of antenna topology based on power gain through a fixed tissue structure presents its own issues in that the chosen topology may not present the same power gain advantages through another tissue configuration. That is, the choice of antenna topology (and dimensions) can be biased by the choice of tissue structure to design and evaluate potential topologies. In this work, although the loop antenna system showed the highest peak gain in the first part of the study, the meandered dipole system showed similar or higher gain for some tissue configurations and impedance mismatch. In particular, the dipole system surpassed the gain of loop antenna system for larger antenna separations. Therefore, quantifying the effects of tissue variability is not only important for a system to operate despite tissue variability among patients and over time, but also to account for differences between the design environment and the environment in practice.

In this study, changes in tissue properties and composition caused the greatest mismatch losses, while tissue thickness and geometry determined the maximum achievable gain. The gain with mismatch is expected to be lower through a given tissue composition if the matching networks have not been optimized to a similar tissue composition, as evidenced by the lower gains through subcutaneous locations when matching networks were optimized for a cortical implant. Shallow implantation depth and higher permittivity present favorable conditions for power transfer due to limited attenuation and larger electrical size of the antennas, although the results of this study suggest that designing matching networks for these conditions will lead to the system gain being more sensitive to environmental variations in practice.

Based on the tissue variability analysis in this work, the antenna topology and matching networks can be designed to achieve more consistency across tissues (with lower gain) or higher gain through certain tissues (with more gain variability), depending on the power transfer mechanisms. This is analogous to designing a wide- or narrow-band antenna. For example, if a device is expected to be used at several body locations with different tissue compositions, and particularly through thicker tissue such as the abdomen, a dipole system is more desirable. If power delivery is to be maximized and the implantation depth is comparable to the size of the antennas, a loop antenna system is likely to be more effective.

Variations in gain due to frequency are expected to be similar to the variations in gain due to changes in tissue properties, because both frequency and tissue properties affect antenna electrical size and wavelength within the tissue. The meandered dipole is a more wideband antenna than the loop, and therefore expected to be less affected by changes in frequency as it is less affected by changes in tissue properties [@ref42].

V.. Conclusion {#sec5}
==============

This study investigated the effects of varying tissue structure and properties in wireless transcutaneous systems, by evaluating maximum power gain and power gain with impedance mismatch. Four antenna topologies were first evaluated in terms of peak power gain through a given tissue configuration based on measured tissues in the arm, over a range of external and implanted antenna dimensions. A single-turn loop and a meandered dipole system were then evaluated with varying tissue structure representing different locations on the body, and varying tissue properties representing fluctuations in tissue water content. The results indicate that a single-turn loop antenna topology provides the highest peak gain with the smallest implanted antenna, while dipole systems provide higher real impedance for conjugate matching and the ability to increase gain with a larger external antenna. At close antenna separations, the loop system was shown to provide higher power gain than the meandered dipole system. At antenna separations greater than the loop dimensions, the dipole system achieved higher gain, and the power gain of the dipole system was overall less sensitive to changes in tissue structure and properties. The results suggest that through choices of matching networks and antenna topologies, a system can be designed to maximize peak power gain for a narrow range of tissue properties, or to achieve greater consistency with lower peak power gain through variable tissue.
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Antenna dimensions used in one-port simulations are listed in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}. Antenna dimensions used in two-port simulations are listed in [Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}.TABLE 1Planar Dipole and Single-Turn Loop Dimensions (cm) for One-Port Simulations in Air and in TissueDimensionRangeIncrementPlanar DipoleLength0.5 -- 140.5Trace Width0.1 -- 10.1Single-turn LoopSize1.5 -- 70.5Trace Width0.01 -- 0.50.02 (\<0.2),\
0.1 (\>0.2)TABLE 2Simulated Dimensions (cm) of the External and Implanted Antenna of Each Topology in Two-Antenna SimulationsDimensionImplantExternal ValuesRangeIncrementPlanar DipoleLength0.3 -- 1.00.11.0, 2.0, 3.0Trace Width0.1 -- 1.00.10.1, 0.5, 1.0Meandered DipoleLength0.62 -- 1.100.121.1, 2.3, 3.5Meander Height0.3 -- 1.00.11.0, 2.0, 3.0Single-turn LoopSize0.3 -- 1.00.11.0, 2.0, 3.0Trace Width0.02 -- 0.100.020.1, 0.3, 0.4Three-turn LoopSize0.3 -- 1.00.11.0, 2.0, 3.0Trace Width0.01 -- 0.030.0050.01, 0.03, 0.05

The equations below were used to calculate power gain assuming simultaneous conjugate matching, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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